Scene Text Extraction in HSI Color Space using K-means Algorithm and Modified Cylindrical Distance

Abstract. Text extraction, that is segmentation of characters from background, is especially important step that greatly determines final recognition performance. Particular focus is put on this task for scene text which is characterized with wide set of degradations like complex backgrounds, uneven illumination, viewing angle etc. In this paper we introduce text extraction method based on k-means clustering with modified cylindrical distance in HSI color space. Performance of this distance is analyzed depending on different degrees of chroma reliability. For purpose of result comparison, K-means text extraction is also performed with cylindrical distance in HSI color space and Euclidean distance in RGB color space. Complementarity of tested distances is also analyzed showing possible direction for further performance improvement.

Streszczenie. W artykule opisano metodę ekstrakcji tekstu z obrazu w oparciu o kластерyzację k-means oraz przestrzeni kolorów HSI we współrzędnych cylindrycznych. Poprawność dystansowania została poddana analizie w zależności od różnego stopnia rzetelności kolorów. Wyniki działania algorytmu ekstrakcji tekstu k-means zostały porównane dla współrzędnych cylindrycznych w przestrzeni kolorów HSI oraz współrzędnych Euklidesowego w przestrzeni kolorów RGB. (Ekstrakcja tekstu z obrazu w przestrzeni kolorów HSI z wykorzystaniem klasteryzacji k-means i zmodfikowanych współrzędnych cylindrycznych).
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Introduction
Text in images and video represent interesting form of semantic image content. Information contained in text data enables different applications such as document analysis [1], automatic license plate recognition [2], sign detection and translation [3], content based image indexing [4], etc. Text efficiently describes image content and it can be easily extracted in comparison with other semantic forms.

Text is often categorized as text in documents, caption text and scene text [5]. Text in documents is relatively easy extracted and recognized because of its properties (regular structure, strong contrast, clean background etc.). For this type of text research is focused on recognition of non-latin scripts [6] and document structure analysis as line segmentation [7]. Characters artificially added to image or video frame are classified as caption text. Typical examples are subtitles or match results in sports video. Scene text is integral part of recorded object as text on bottle or city name on traffic sign. Hence this type of text doesn’t have constraints in structure, shape, illumination, background etc.

Growing availability of digital cameras and camera equipped smartphones enables easy acquisition of scene text present in our environment. Despite its practically, these devices introduce new set of problems such as sensor noise, viewing angle, blur, variable illumination etc. In combination with variety of object shapes, materials and possible backgrounds these conditions makes scene text extraction difficult task. Jung et al. [5] divide problem of text information extraction into 5 steps: detection, localization, tracking, extraction and enhancement, and recognition (OCR). In this paper we focus on extraction step in which characters are segmented from background, that is text pixels are separated from background pixels. OCR software, usually optimized for text in documents, is very sensitive to artifacts arising from poor character extraction (background portions, connected characters, missing character parts etc.). In case of scene text, that is often characterized by complex backgrounds and uneven lighting, extraction is important step that determines success of recognition stage performed by OCR.

Mancas-Thillou and Gosselin [8] divide text extraction methods on two categories: thresholding-based and grouping-based. Histogram thresholding, adaptive or local thresholding [9] and entropy based methods belong to first category. Although these methods aren’t computationally demanding, they handle grayscale images or color channels independently and hence they are not suitable in case of complex backgrounds and varying colors. Second category includes region-based, learning-based and clustering-based methods. Region-based techniques most often refer to region-growing [10] and split-and-merge algorithm [11]. Their advantage is inclusion of spatial information, but efficiency heavily depends on parameter values. In learning-based methods several well–known classifiers (multi-layer perceptrons, self-organizing maps) are used for text extraction. Main problem is creation of representative training database that should cover diversity of scene text.

Clustering-based methods rely on assumption that pixels will form groups in chosen color space. K-means algorithm is most often used for text extraction because of its speed and efficiency. Mancas-Thillou and Gosselin [12] use k-means clustering in RGB color space with Euclidean distance and angle distance where better result is chosen by feedback from recognition results. Number of clusters is set to 3 representing characters, background and character edges. In [13] 4-means is exploited for text segmentation in HSV color space. In [14] results of text extraction with K-means algorithm are presented for set of different color spaces (RGB, Lab, Luv, HSV etc.). RGB color space gives best results, but it should be noted that for all color spaces Euclidean distance is used as color difference measure. Same author analyzed results of k-means obtained with Euclidean distance and 6 angle distances in RGB color space. Euclidean distance performs best overall, but angle distances are able to cope with degradations in more complex images.

In this paper we propose text extraction method in HSI color space based on k-means algorithm and modified cylindrical distance [15]. Although Euclidean distance in RGB color space proved its efficiency as clustering metric in text extraction task [14], it doesn’t correspond to cylindrical nature of HSI color space. In that case cylindrical distance is more appropriate solution because it takes into account angular values. In comparison with cylindrical distance, modified cylindrical distance, presented in [15], better corresponds to human perception because it models gradual transition between achromatic and chromatic pixels through hue and saturation reliability functions. We investigate whether its usage as clustering metric can
improve performance of scene text extraction. Analysis is performed in dependence on different degrees of chroma weight and results are compared with those obtained by Euclidean distance in RGB space.

**Minkowski metric and angle distance**

Extraction of textual information from images and video requires appropriate measure of color difference or color similarity. Regarding that color information is usually represented in vector form most straightforward solution is usage of distance measures for \( m \)-dimensional vectors. One of the most often used measures for vector dissimilarity is generalized weighted Minkowski metric:

\[
d_p(i,j) = c \left( \sum_{k=1}^{m} \xi_k \left| x_{ik} - x_{jk} \right|^p \right)^{1/p}
\]

where \( m \) represents dimension of vector \( i \) and \( x_{ik} \) is \( k \)-th element of \( x_i \). The nonnegative scaling parameter \( c \) determines overall discrimination power, while parameter \( \xi_k \) represents weight of component \( k \). Different values of parameter \( p \) define special cases of Minkowski metric: the city-block distance or Manhattan distance \( (p=1) \), the Euclidean distance \( (p=2) \) and the chessboard distance \( (p=\infty) \). Euclidean distance is the most often used for text extraction in RGB color space. For two pixels with values \((R_i, G_i, B_i)\) and \((R_j, G_j, B_j)\) it is defined as

\[
d_{eucl}(i,j) = \sqrt{(R_i - R_j)^2 + (G_i - G_j)^2 + (B_i - B_j)^2}
\]

Although Euclidean distance isn’t appropriate measure for perceptual color difference in RGB color space, it shows good performance in text extraction as clustering distance in k-means algorithm [14].

Besides vector magnitudes angles between them can also be exploited as color difference measure. Cosine-based similarity can be defined as normalized inner product:

\[
s(\tilde{x}_i, \tilde{x}_j) = \frac{\tilde{x}_i \cdot \tilde{x}_j}{\|\tilde{x}_i\| \|\tilde{x}_j\|} = \cos \theta
\]

where \( \tilde{x}_i \) and \( \tilde{x}_j \) represent vectors and \( \theta \) represents angle between them. From this relation angle difference can be expressed as:

\[
\theta = \cos^{-1}\left( \frac{\tilde{x}_i \cdot \tilde{x}_j}{\|\tilde{x}_i\| \|\tilde{x}_j\|} \right)
\]

In RGB color space Euclidean distance reflects changes in intensity, while angle distance represents difference in chromaticity enabling character segmentation in presence of shadows and uneven lightning. Complementarity of these distances is exploited for scene text extraction in [12].

**Cylindrical distance**

Cylindrical distance [16] between two pixels in HSI color space is defined as:

\[
d_{cylindrical}(i,j) = \sqrt{d_{chroma}^2(i,j) + d_{intensity}^2(i,j)}
\]

\[
d_{chroma}(i,j) = \sqrt{S_i^2 + S_j^2 - 2S_iS_j \cos \theta}
\]

\[
d_{intensity}(i,j) = |I_i - I_j|
\]

where \( H \in [0,360], S \in [0,255], I \in [0,255] \). Chromatic distance \( d_{chroma}(Fig. 1a) \) represents distance between two pixels in chromatic plane, \( d_{intensity} \) is absolute value of intensity difference and \( d_{cylindrical} \) (Fig. 1b) is defined as hypotenuse of right-angled triangle. When calculating cylindrical distance instability of hue and saturation components should be taken into account [16]:

- hue is meaningless when intensity is very low,
- hue is unstable when saturation is very low,
- saturation is meaningless when intensity is very low.

These properties require distinction of chromatic pixels, that is pixels with stable saturation and hue, and achromatic pixels where intensity is only relevant attribute.

![Fig. 1. a) chromatic distance b) cylindrical distance](image)

Equations (5)-(9) give cylindrical distance for chromatic pixels. In case of achromatic pixels cylindrical distance is unreliable and hence cylindrical distance is reduced to intensity difference \( (d_{intensity}) \): Discrimination between chromatic and achromatic pixels can be performed by thresholding of saturation and intensity component. In [17] achromatic pixels in HSI color space are defined with following conditions:

\[
\text{intensity} > 90\% \text{ max intensity value},
\]

\[
\text{intensity} < 10\% \text{ max intensity value},
\]

\[
\text{satisfaction} < 10\% \text{ max saturation value}.
\]

Although discrete model based on threshold is used when calculating cylindrical distance [17], it should be noted that they don't correspond to the behaviour of human visual system: transition from scotopic (achromatic) to photopic (chromatic) vision goes gradually through mesopic vision. In order to circumvent this problem continuous models for differencing chromatic and achromatic pixels are proposed in literature ([18-20]). In these models transition function defines weight (reliability or importance) of hue and saturation component.

**Modified cylindrical distance**

Despite its disadvantages threshold-based differencing of chromatic and achromatic pixels is most often used in literature for calculation of cylindrical distance [17]. In [15] is proposed modified cylindrical distance that uses continuous model for distinction between achromatic and chromatic pixels:
2. Assign each point to nearest cluster
3. For each cluster \( S_j \) compute a mean

\[
\mu_j = \frac{\sum_{i \in S_j} x_i}{|S_j|}
\]

where \( w_j \) denotes distance from cluster center

\[
d_{\text{distance}}(i,j) = w_j \sqrt{(x_{ij} - \mu_{j})^2}
\]

Influence of distance measure in k-means algorithm regarding text extraction is demonstrated in [14]. It is concluded that for RGB color space Euclidean distance gives best results, but it also shows complementarity with angle distances. Author also evaluates performance of k-means algorithm with Euclidean distance measure in different color spaces where RGB proves as most efficient color space. Despite that it should be noted that Euclidean distance is not appropriate measure for cylindrical color spaces (HSI, HSV, HLS etc.) and this fact motivate us to use cylindrical distance and modified cylindrical distance as clustering metrics in this paper.

K-means algorithm

Clustering algorithms are considered as most efficient methods for scene text extraction [8]. One of the main advantages is their versatility in comparison with parametric methods such as adaptive thresholding or region growing. K-means algorithm is especially popular because of its easy implementation and low computational requirements. It tries to minimize sum of distances between points and cluster centers that is represented by:

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{k} \sum_{i \in S_j} \text{distance}(x_i, c_j)
\]

where \( \text{distance} \) is chosen distance measure between point \( x_i \) and the cluster centre \( c_j \). It is set containing elements of cluster \( j \) and \( k \) is number of clusters. Algorithm consists of following steps:

1. In set of \( N \) points, corresponding to image pixels, choose \( k \) points as initial cluster centers (centroids) \( c_j \)
2. Assign each point to nearest cluster \( S_j \) based on its distance from cluster center \( c_j \)
3. For each cluster \( S_j \) compute a mean \( \mu_j \) of each cluster and set the mean as new cluster center (\( c_j = \mu_j \))
4. Repeat the steps 2 and 3 until the centroids no longer move

Evaluation was performed on test set from word recognition task in ICDAR 2011 Robust Reading Competition Challenge 2: Reading Text in Scene Images [21]. This database consists of 1189 scene text images covering broad set of problems like complex backgrounds, different layouts, poor contrast, uneven illumination, low resolution etc. Text extraction was done in MATLAB using k-means algorithm with three different clustering distances: modified cylindrical distance in HSI color space, cylindrical distance in HSI color space and Euclidean distance in RGB color space. Number of clusters is set to 2 where one is textual foreground and second represents background. Binary images, obtained as result of text extraction, were passed to Google OCR engine Tesseract 2.04 in order to finally recognize text.

As it is suggested in [21], for evaluation purposes we used edit (Levenshtein) distance between ground truth string and string recognized using Tesseract, where deletions, substitutions and insertions have equal costs. This distance is normalized by dividing the number of recognized characters with number of characters in ground truth word. Another measure also used in [21] is percentage of correctly recognized words, that is number of cases where normalized edit distance is equal to zero.

When calculating modified cylindrical distance hue and saturation reliability function should be chosen. We decide to use hue weight function proposed by Aptoula [20] and defined by equations:

\[
g(S) = \frac{1}{1+e^{-k(S-S_0)}} \quad S \in [0,1]
\]

\[
f(L) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{1+e^{-k_u(L-L_u)}} & \text{for } L \leq 0.5 \\
\frac{1}{1+e^{-k_d(L-L_d)}} & \text{for } L > 0.5 
\end{cases} \quad L \in [0,1]
\]

where \( k_u = 10, L_u = 0.25 \), \( L_d = 0.75 \).

\[
w_S = f(L) \times g(S)
\]

This model calculates hue reliability in dependence on saturation and lightness (intensity) component and takes into account hue unreliability for high lightness (intensity) levels (Fig. 2). Saturation reliability was modeled by sigmoid function defined with:

\[
w_S(I) = \frac{1}{1+e^{-k(I-I_0)}}
\]

Parameter \( k \) was set to 10 to obtain smooth transition from fully unreliable to reliable saturation component: lower values of (for example \( k=1 \)) would result with linear dependency, while higher values (for example \( k=100 \)) give sharp transition similar to threshold-based models.
to analyze how changes of chroma contribution in modified cylindrical distance affects text extraction performance we vary the values of parameter $I_0$ what results in shifting of sigmoid function (Fig. 3). Lower values of $I_0$ give higher contribution of chroma component while higher values lower its influence and emphasize intensity difference.

Second column in Table 1 shows results for different values of $I_0$ reported in form of total edit distance calculated by summing normalized edit distance for each ground truth word. Third column presents percentage of correctly recognized words, that is cases where normalized edit distance is equal to zero. It can be seen that minimal values of total edit distance are obtained for $I_0$ around 0.5 (Fig. 4). In [15] suggested value is 0.2, but evaluation is performed with respect to human perception of color difference. This acknowledges that color distance measure close to human perception doesn’t necessary lead to better text extraction as it has already been shown in case of Euclidean distance in RGB color space.

Case when $I_0=0.4$ yields highest correct recognition rate, but it should be noted that results are not significantly lower for values from 0.5 to 0.9 while for $I_0<0.4$ more obvious decrease of performance is noticed (Fig. 4). Both evaluation measures show that degree of chroma contribution determines results of modified cylindrical distance. Correct recognition rate for high $I_0$ when chromatic difference has only small influence to distance value, reveals importance of intensity component. Results presented in Table 1 shows that modified cylindrical distance outperforms cylindrical distance in both measures proving that including of continuous models for differencing of achromatic and chromatic pixels yields improvement of character extraction. Although in Table 1 only best result for modified cylindrical distance is shown ($I_0=0.4$), same observation is valid for all tested values of $I_0$. In comparison with Euclidean distance modified cylindrical distance is close, but it is still worse in both measures. As it is noted in [12], Euclidean distance mostly reflects changes in intensity component which obviously has potential to correctly extract characters in many images from test set. Although cylindrical distance gives the worst results, more detailed analysis reveals its complementarity with Euclidean distance. In 277 (23%) images from test set Euclidean distance results with better extraction. On the other hand cylindrical distance gives more extracted characters in 143 (12%) images. This can be explained with presence of chromatic information that enables character segmentation in cases when intensity difference fails due to degradations. Similar relation is noticed in case of modified cylindrical distance ($I_0=0.4$): in 108 (9.1%) images it performs better than Euclidean distance (Fig. 5), while inverse situation appears in 145 (12.2%) images from test set (Fig. 6). For modified cylindrical distance complementarity is manifested to a lesser extent. Despite overall efficiency of Euclidean distance, in cases when it fails modified cylindrical distance is possible solution. This happens in examples where certain kind of degradations, like uneven illumination and shadows, affect intensity component. On the other hand, modified cylindrical distance incorporates not only intensity distance, but also hue and saturation difference through chromatic distance. In [22] it is showed that hue is invariant to uniform scaling and uniform shifting in RGB space. According to [23] saturation is invariant to uniform scaling in RGB color space. Taking into account that uniform RGB scaling is caused by shadowing and shading, while RGB shifting is produced by highlights, it is clear that hue and saturation are invariant to these degradations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$I_0$</th>
<th>Total edit distance</th>
<th>Correct recognition (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>663.4</td>
<td>43.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>655.2</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>622.8</td>
<td>45.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>612.9</td>
<td>47.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>611.5</td>
<td>47.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>628.5</td>
<td>47.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>664.5</td>
<td>46.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>653.6</td>
<td>46.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>665.8</td>
<td>46.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Results for different clustering distances in k-means algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance measure</th>
<th>Total Edit distance</th>
<th>Correct Recognition (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modified cylindrical distance in HSI ($I_0=0.4$)</td>
<td>612.9</td>
<td>47.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylindrical distance in HSI</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euclidean distance in RGB</td>
<td>591.17</td>
<td>48.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on described properties, chromatic distance has ability to correctly extract characters in presence of highlights and shadowing. Parameter $I_0$ enables fine tuning of chroma contribution in final value of modified cylindrical distance, that is balancing between dominant intensity distance and equal weights of chroma and intensity.
differences. This property of proposed method makes possible handling of wider set of degradations in comparison with clustering using Euclidean distance.

![Fig. 5 Examples in which Euclidean distance gives better result than modified cylindrical distance](image)

Fig. 5 Examples in which Euclidean distance gives better result than modified cylindrical distance a) input image b) result of k-means with Euclidean distance c) result of k-means with modified cylindrical distance

![Fig. 6 Examples in which modified cylindrical distance gives better results than Euclidean distance](image)

Fig. 6 Examples in which modified cylindrical distance gives better results than Euclidean distance a) input image b) result of k-means with Euclidean distance c) result of k-means with modified cylindrical distance

**Conclusion**

Scene text extraction method based on k-means with modified cylindrical distance in HSI color space is proposed in this paper. We investigated how results are influenced by the saturation reliability function that in fact determines chroma contribution to the overall distance value. It is shown that as clustering metric modified cylindrical distance clearly outperforms cylindrical distance in text extraction according to total edit distance and correct recognition rate. This observation confirms that including of hue and saturation reliability functions in modified cylindrical distance yields improvement not only in aspect of perceptual color difference, but also in character segmentation task. Comparison is also made with results obtained using k-means and Euclidean distance in RGB color space where modified cylindrical distance has slightly poorer performance.

Further analysis shows complementarity between tested distances: modified cylindrical distance can handle cases in which Euclidean distance fails to correctly extract characters from background. This indicates that chromatic information enables text segmentation in presence of various degradations. It is obvious that one color distance measure can't cover variety of scene text degradations and hence in future research we will investigate strategies for combining results obtained with two or more color distances.
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